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Do Covid-19 liability claims have 
asbestos potential?  
 

       

As the first wave of Covid-19 first-party claims swept through the industry, loss 
activity in liability lines stayed low and in many areas improved as the global 
shutdown reduced the risk of incidents. 
 
The difficulty in proving that any employee picked up Covid-19 while at work – 
which in many circumstances still holds – meant that any niggling concerns in 
liability lines were quickly overshadowed by the property BI debate in the courts, 
and attention to date has largely been focused on the industry’s response to those 
claims. 
 
However, the first signs of a claims uptick in liability lines are now on the horizon – 
and it has the potential to be widespread. 
 
Claims lawyers, practitioners and run-off specialists are anticipating a wave of work-
from-home related claims against employers, which could fall on employers’ 
liability or workers’ compensation-type policies globally. 
 
It has been suggested that health complaints arising as a result of working from 
home could lead to legal action against employers, if there is evidence to suggest 
that companies could have done more to support employees. Issues such as back 
problems, anxiety and mental health challenges could all lead to litigation. 
 
Lawyers and claims specialists said there could also be legal action taken against 
employers by key workers who caught Covid – such as bus and taxi drivers – for 
failing to provide suitable PPE. 
 
The emergence of new no-win-no-fee lawyer outfits are often a red flag when it 
comes to emerging claims trends. In the UK alone, around 20 claimant law firms 
have been set up since the advent of the pandemic with “Covid” in the company 
name, and market observers believe there are many more to follow. 
 
“[Covid-19] has the potential to be the next asbestos,” in terms of how widespread 
the issue is, said Richard Lawson, group head of claims at insurance services 
company Pro Global. 
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“It is unusual to have something that is literally global. At the moment I think this is 
more of a short-term risk than some of the asbestos-related illnesses that are still 
emerging even today. I would say this is more [like] industrial deafness than 
asbestos, but we are still finding things out.” 
 

   

To demonstrate how global the issue could be, Lawson said his firm was handling a 
significant volume of coronavirus claims in Argentina. 
 
A number of lawyers and claims specialists agreed with Lawson that Covid-19 has 
the potential to generate a huge volume of liabilities globally, noting that even 
though each jurisdiction is slightly different, the causation issues are the same. 
 
Currently, this is a live market issue. However, if you want an early view of 
emerging claims trends, the legacy market is often a good first port of call. 
 
Lawson said that the expectation among legacy acquirers was that portfolios of 
Covid-19 liabilities could come to the legacy market for sale in as little as two years 
– once a precedent had been established on how to manage a Covid claim and 
how to properly value a portfolio of liabilities. 
 
The pandemic could, in fact, provide a fresh wave of liabilities for the run-off market 
at a time when it is more well capitalised than ever to take them on – with a number 
of legacy carriers recently being the recipients of fresh private equity interest in the 
space. 
 
For now, though, the handful of lawyers and claims specialists speaking to this 
publication said notifications for Covid-19 liability claims are starting to trickle 
through with greater pace. 
 
As we move through 2021, issues sidelined during the first year of the pandemic will 
now likely come to the fore. 
 
And in (re)insurance, the size of the third-party losses from Covid-19 is one of the 
biggest known unknowns to date. 
  

  

Sriwijaya Air crash not a significant market loss at 
$10mn 

 

 

Anna Sagar 
  

The crash of a Sriwijaya Air flight over the weekend near Jakarta, Indonesia, is 
unlikely to be a significant loss to the aviation market, with sources pegging the 
potential quantum at around $10mn, Insurance Insider understands. 
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AJ Gallagher is the broker of the account, with Liberty the leader of the policy, 
which is understood to bring in around $4mn in premium every year. 
 
Sources told this publication that the hull is valued at around $3mn, with liability 
losses expected to be around $6mn-$9mn. One source noted that the liability claim 
was limited by the reduced number of passengers onboard due to pandemic 
restrictions.  The Boeing 737-500 can typically carry between 110 and 132 
passengers, whereas Flight 182 had 62 people on board, including crew. 
 
Liability awards in the region also tend to be lower, with some sources pegging the 
average award at around $100,000. However, one source noted that the quantum 
was uncertain and that the amount awarded could change if it enters a US court – if 
one of the passengers is American, for instance. Read more 
  

  

News in focus 

 

Class of 2020 had a muted impact on 1.1 renewals: Aon  

 

 
The broker's reinsurance arm says 75% of new equity issuance last year came from 
existing carriers. Read more 
 

 
 

 

News highlights 

 
> AGCS aviation major risks chief Klinger moves to Munich Re 
 
> Axa XL’s Newick departs for CCi role 
 
> CNA Hardy takes The Hartford’s Phipps for UK and European claims 
 
> New Dawn Risk launches UK division 
 

News from 
 

  

 

Marsh & McLennan: The broker halts contributions to legislators who voted 
against certifying the election. Read more 
 
NFP: The broker hires Joe Seeger and Evan Garner from Willis Towers Watson to 
build a complex risk unit in Canada. Read more 
 
RiskPoint: The European MGU launches a North American operation, with the 
appointment of Michael McGowan as managing director and head of M&A for the 
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Americas. Read more 
 
Florida claims: High-profile attorney Scot Strems asks Florida's Supreme Court to 
consider oral evidence as he fights a temporary suspension. Read more 
 
A previous version of an article about Great American Insurance incorrectly 
reported Jason Cohen’s new title. This publication is happy to clarify his new title 
as divisional group president within the carrier's P&C group. Gary Gruber continues 
to be president and COO of Great American’s P&C group. 
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